Relationship between metabolic syndrome and epicardial fat tissue thickness in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
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ABSTRACT

Objective: An increase in epicardial fat tissue (EFT) thickness was found to be associated with metabolic syndrome (MS) and ischemic heart disease. MS is a comorbidity of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) resulting from the accompanying systemic inflammation. The aim of our study was to investigate the usefulness of EFT thickness to predict MS in COPD patients.

Methods: COPD patients admitted to our clinic during January–December 2014 and healthy controls were included in this prospective case-control study. Patients with comorbidities, COPD exacerbation, and malignancies were excluded. Patients and controls were compared in terms of anthropometric measurements, MS-related examination and laboratory findings, pulmonary function tests, and EFT thickness. The correlations between EFT thickness and markers of MS in COPD were evaluated using the Student’s t-test and logistic regression analysis.

Results: COPD patients and controls were composed of 82 and 84 individuals, respectively. MS was diagnosed in 31 (37.8%) COPD patients. The EFT thickness was significantly higher in COPD patients than in the controls and was also higher in COPD patients with MS than in those without MS (all p<0.001). Each 1-mm increment of EFT raised the risk of MS two-fold (p=0.011, OR=2.08, 95% CI: 1.18–3.68). Increase in triglyceride level (p=0.004, OR=1.02, 95% CI: 1.01–1.03) and reduction in forced vital capacity (p=0.025, OR=0.26, 95% CI: 0.08–0.84) were found to be associated with increased MS risk. The cut-off value for EFT thickness in the prediction of MS in COPD patients was 6.75 mm (sensitivity: 83%, specificity: 65%).

Conclusion: EFT thickness is a non-invasive and easily available parameter, which is valuable in the prediction of increased MS risk in COPD patients. Early diagnosis of patients at risk of MS may help to prevent ischemic heart disease in these patients. (Anatol J Cardiol 2016; 16: 405-11)
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Introduction

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized by chronic inflammation of the airways as a result of long-term exposure to inhaled irritants such as tobacco smoke (1). It has been shown that the inflammatory response in COPD is not limited to the lungs, but also leads to a systemic inflammatory state in the body (2). Several systemic inflammatory markers or cytokines have been proposed to be related with COPD morbidity, mortality, COPD exacerbations, and decrement of lung functions (3). Patients with COPD frequently encounter systemic comorbid conditions, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus (DM), and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) due to underlying systemic inflammatory status (4).

Metabolic syndrome (MS) is a clinical entity characterized by metabolic abnormalities, including abdominal obesity, high blood pressure, hyperglycemia, low high-density lipoprotein (HDL)-cholesterol levels, and high triglyceride levels. MS is an important risk factor for CVD and type 2 DM (5). It has been shown that MS accompanies a number of inflammatory disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis (6) and systemic lupus erythematosus (7). Co-morbid conditions result in increases in the morbidity and mortality of MS patients. The relationship between COPD and MS has been studied previously (2, 8). These studies have shown that the vast majority of COPD patients have one or more components of MS and that co-existing MS is associated with higher levels of systemic inflammation. Systemic inflammation plays a key role in both COPD and MS, but the real inflammatory profile of these patients remains uncertain (4). Epicardial fat tissue (EFT) is a component of total visceral fat located on the heart surface between the myocardium and visceral layer.
of epicardium that serves as a source of several endocrine and inflammatory mediators (9). Epicardial fat has been proposed to play a pivotal role in the development of atherosclerosis and to be associated with unfavorable cardiovascular and metabolic risk profiles in human beings (10–12).

Previous studies have evaluated EFT in patients with either COPD or MS separately. We aimed to evaluate EFT in COPD patients with and without MS and to explore the predictive role of EFT in determining the presence of MS in COPD patients.

Methods

Study design

Patients with stable COPD (stage I–IV) who were admitted to our pulmonary diseases outpatient clinic during January–December 2014 were included in this prospective case-control study. The study population was selected from 1280 individuals above 40 years of age with or without COPD. Pulmonary function tests were performed on all selected patients. Of the patients, 214 had COPD and 1066 had other conditions. Of these non-COPD patients, 821 were excluded from the study because of their comorbidities and 161 patients of the remaining 245 were excluded from the study because they were diagnosed with MS. Among the COPD patients, 130 were excluded from the study because of their additional diseases and 82 remaining COPD patients were investigated for the presence of MS.

A total of 82 patients with COPD formed the study group and 84 age- and gender-matched healthy subjects were recruited as the control group. Diagnosis of COPD was established according to the GOLD (The Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease) criteria (13). The patients, who were free of respiratory tract infection and any acute exacerbation for the last 4 weeks prior to the recruitment, were categorized into GOLD stages I–IV. Patients over 40 years of age admitted to our outpatient clinic for non-specific chest pain or cough complaints and found as normal following clinical and laboratory evaluation, including pulmonary function tests, constituted the control group. Patients with malignancy, DM, dyslipidemia, moderate-to-severe valvular heart disease, arrhythmias, cor pulmonale, inflammatory or infectious diseases, cerebrovascular disorders, renal or hepatic failure, and other accompanying diseases were excluded from the study. Patients having any respiratory disorder other than COPD were also excluded. All our patients were examined by the same cardiology specialist. Anamnesis, family histories, electrocardiography, and echocardiography of patients were evaluated. Eighty patients were excluded from the study because of low echogenicity. In addition, patients who had a previous diagnosis of ischemic heart disease (IHD), who had ischemic electrocardiographic changes, who had segmental wall motion abnormalities of the left ventricle on echocardiography, who had cardiac arrest in their medical history, or who had class III–IV angina pectoris according to the Canada classification were excluded from the study because of the possible presence of IHD. Patients who had previously been hospitalized with cardiac failure and patients defined as class III–IV according to the New York Heart Association (NYHA) classification, i.e., who were thought to have cardiac failure, were excluded from the study. The drugs used by the patients were noted. Patients who were using beta blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, statins, oral antidiabetics, calcium channel blockers, or systemic steroids were not included in the study.

Demographic features, medical history, the modified Medical Research Council (mMRC) dyspnea scale, and smoking status of the study population were recorded. Smoking status was evaluated in three categories according to the definition by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC): current smoker, former smoker, and those who never smoked (14).

Anthropometric measurements

The height and weight of the study population were measured in light indoor clothes and without shoes, and body mass index (BMI) of each participant was calculated. The study population was categorized according to BMI as follows: underweight (BMI<18.5); normal (BMI: 18.5–24.9); overweight (BMI: 25.0–29.9); and obese (BMI ≥30.0). Waist circumference was calculated by a single researcher using a measuring tape over the unclothed abdomen, with measurements made halfway between the lower border of the ribs and the highest point of iliac crest (at the umbilicus level) in the standing position (15).

Blood pressure measurement

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured by a digital sphygmomanometer (Omron M2 Compact, Omron, Japan) after 10 minutes of rest according to the American Heart Association’s recommendations (16). The mean of the last three measurements was recorded.

Biochemical analysis

After fasting overnight, a venous blood sample (10 mL) was obtained. Total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein (LDL), triglycerides, glucose, and creatinine levels were measured with the Abbott Architect C16000 auto-analyzer (Abbott Park, Abbott Diagnostics, USA). Serum insulin was determined by a commercially available assay kit (Roche Cobas 6000, Roche Hitachi Diagnostics, Germany). Insulin resistance was estimated using the homeostasis model assessment as an index of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), defined as follows: (fasting glucose mg/dL x fasting insulin μU/mL) / 405 (17). The cut-off value was taken as 2.7 for HOMA-IR (18). Hematologic parameters were measured by an automated hematology analyzer system (Abbott Cell-Dyn Ruby; Abbott Diagnostics, USA). Absolute cell counts were utilized to perform subsequent analyses. The serum concentration of C-reactive protein was evaluated using the high-sensitivity immunochrometry system, the nephelometric method (Image 800, Beckman Coulter, USA).
Definition of metabolic syndrome

MS was defined as abdominal obesity (a waist circumference of ≥94 cm for males and ≥80 cm for females) plus any two of the following criteria:
1. High blood pressure (>130/85 mm Hg);
2. Insulin resistance [fasting plasma glucose (FPG) ≥100 mg];
3. High triglyceride levels (≥150 mg/dL);
4. Low HDL cholesterol level (<40 mg/dL for men, <50 mg/dL for women) according to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) criteria (5).

Pulmonary function tests

Pulmonary function parameters were collected using standardized spirometry (ZAN 300: ZAN Messgerate GmbH, Oberthulba, Germany). The degree of severity of airflow limitation was classified according to the GOLD criteria (13).

Measurement of the epicardial fat tissue

EFT was measured by means of transthoracic echocardiography with a GE VIVID 7 (Horten, Norway) instrument according to standard techniques in accordance with the recommendations of the American Society of Echocardiography (19). EFT was measured on the free wall of the right ventricle at end-diastole from the parasternal long- and short-axis views by a cardiologist blinded to the clinical data. Measurements from the parasternal long- and short-axes were averaged (Fig. 1).

Statistical analysis

Normality was assessed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Data were compared between subject groups using analysis of variance (ANOVA) for parametric data and using the Kruskal–Wallis test for non-parametric data. If a p-value of <0.05 was produced by ANOVA, then unpaired Student’s t-tests for parametric data and Mann–Whitney U tests for non-parametric data were used for pair-wise comparisons.

Binary logistic regression analysis was performed to evaluate independent predictive values of the following potential variables for the presence of MS in patients with COPD: EFT, triglyceride, HDL cholesterol, glucose, creatinine, forced vital capacity (FVC), FEV1, COPD stage, COPD acute exacerbation/year, smoking states, BMI, gender, age, mean platelet volume (MPV), neutrophil count, lymphocyte count, platelet count, insulin resistance (HOMA-IR ≥2.7), and insulin.

The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve was obtained for various parameters: EFT, glucose, triglyceride, FVC, and HDL cholesterol. Youden’s index was calculated (YI=sensitivity+specificity−1) for each coordinate point of the ROC curve to determine the cut-off value, which has the maximum sensitivity and specificity pair. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Ethics statement

This prospective study was approved by the Human-Research Review Board of Dicle University (Meeting Number: 22.01.2014/103), and all participants gave written informed consent.

Results

Characteristics of the study population

The clinical and demographical characteristics of 82 COPD patients [57 (70%) of which were male, with a mean age of 66±11 years] and 84 age- and gender-matched healthy controls [63 (75%) of whom were male, with a mean age of 60.0±9.6 years] are presented in Table 1. The patient group was divided into two subgroups according to presence of MS: COPD patients with (n=31) and without (n=51) MS. The mean EFT (p<0.001), insulin resistance (p<0.001), MPV (p=0.016), and smoker ratio (p<0.001) were significantly higher in the patient group than in the healthy controls. HDL cholesterol was higher in the patients with both COPD and MS than in the control group (p=0.030) and the COPD group (p<0.001). The triglyceride levels were higher in the patients with both COPD and MS than in the control group (p=0.044) and the COPD group (p<0.001). The HOMA-IR was higher in the patients with COPD than in the control group (p<0.001), and was higher in the patients with both COPD and MS than in the patients with COPD (p<0.001). The glucose levels were higher in the patients with both COPD and MS than in the patients with COPD alone (p=0.006).

Subgroup analysis: patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, with and without MS

The COPD patients with MS had higher FPG, insulin, insulin resistance, EFT, triglyceride, and lower HDL cholesterol levels than did the COPD patients without MS (Table 1). The independent variables associated with the presence of MS in COPD patients (including EFT, triglyceride, HDL cholesterol, FPG, creatinine, FVC, FEV1, COPD stage, number of COPD exacerbation/year, smoking status, BMI, gender, age, MPV, neutrophil count, lymphocyte count, platelet count, insulin, and insulin resistance (HOMA-IR ≥2.7)) were assessed with a binary logistic regression analysis using a backward condition method and the method.
was found to be statistically significant (R=0.475, p<0.001). The independent variables which predict the presence of MS are presented in Table 2. The risk of having MS in COPD patients was increased twice with each 1-mm increase in EFT (p=0.011, OR=2.084, 95% CI: 1.18–3.68). The risk of development of MS increased with increased serum triglycerides (p=0.004, OR=1.020, 95% CI: 1.01–1.03) and decreased FVC (p=0.025, OR=0.259, 95% CI: 0.08–0.84) (Table 2). The mean FVC (% predicted) was 82.5±20.9 in patients with COPD and 59.3±11.9 in those with MS and COPD (p<0.001). The mean serum triglyceride levels were 112.6±49.5 mg/dL in patients with COPD and 181.7±82.2 mg/dL in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
The ROC curve as a predictor of MS in patients with COPD was constructed from EFT, glucose, triglyceride, FVC, and HDL cholesterol measurements. In ROC curve analysis, the area under curve (AUC) for EFT was 0.788 (p<0.001) (Table 3 and Fig. 2A and 2B). A cut-off of 6.75 mm of EFT predicted the presence of MS in COPD patients with a sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 65%.

**Discussion**

The main findings of the study were as follows: i) EFT was increased in patients with COPD compared to that in healthy individuals; ii) COPD patients with MS had a higher mean EFT value than those without MS did; iii) the multivariate logistic regression analysis revealed that an increase in EFT is associated with an increase in the risk of having MS in COPD patients; iv) an EFT value above 6.75 mm predicts the presence of MS in COPD patients with a sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 65%; and v) the patient group had significantly higher levels of insulin and insulin resistance than healthy controls did.

Smoking may trigger systemic inflammation and oxidative stress, which results in increased insulin resistance and DM (20). Patients with COPD due to smoking are considered to have higher levels of inflammation (8). Additionally, previous studies have shown that platelet functions are disrupted and MPV is increased because of hypoxia in COPD patients (21, 22). In one study, the levels of MPV were found to be higher in smokers than in non-smokers (23). Zhang et al. (24) detected higher MPV levels in COPD patients than in healthy subjects. In a similar study, it was shown that MPV increased during periods of both stable and acute exacerbation in COPD patients (25). Another study demonstrated increased MPV in patients with MS (26). We did not encounter any studies investigating MPV levels in COPD patients with MS. Our results showed no difference between MPV values of COPD patients with or without MS. The levels of MPV were higher in the COPD patients than in the control group, similar to the results of the studies mentioned above. Further studies recruiting higher number of subjects are needed to determine the impact of MPV levels in predicting MS in patients with COPD.

The inflammatory process occurring in COPD promotes the development of comorbidities by causing a systemic inflammatory response (4). Fat tissue developing in the epicardial area is a marker of this systemic response and can function as a lipid-storage depot, as an endocrine organ that secretes hormones, and as inflammatory tissue that secretes cytokines and chemokines (10). Various studies have shown EFT to increase in systemic inflammatory diseases such as RA (6), SLE (7), and Behçet’s disease (27). There are very few studies in the literature investigating the association of COPD and EFT. One of these studies showed decreased EFT in patients with COPD (28), whereas the other showed the opposite (29). Our study showed increased EFT in patients with COPD compared to healthy controls. The increased values of EFT in the patient group are thought to be due to the fact that COPD is a systemic inflammatory disease.

Early diagnosis and treating co-morbid disorders may diminish the mortality rates of diseases with a chronic course such as COPD. Furthermore, CVDs are the most common cause of mortality in COPD patients. Presence of MS is one of the most important risk factors for IHD (30). In one study, an increase in the thickness of EFT was shown in IHD, a disease in which MS has been accepted to be a risk factor (31). Early detection and treatment of MS in patients with COPD will decrease the risk of IHD and subsequent mortality. We did not encounter any studies investigating the association of MS in COPD patients and EFT. We found that COPD patients with MS had increased EFT thickness relative to those without MS. Additionally, an EFT thickness of above 6.75 mm predicted MS in COPD patients with a sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 65%. This finding supports the conclusion that the presence of MS is linked with a further increase in EFT thickness in COPD patients. Used in the establishment of MS diagnosis are plasma glucose levels and presence of HT, both of which might be influenced by corticosteroids used in COPD and these changes may last several days. However, an increase in the amount of EFT occurs slowly over a long period of time. Therefore, non-invasively measured EFT thickness may be valuable to estimate the presence of MS in COPD patients. Furthermore, we think that increased EFT detected in echocardiography during follow-up of COPD patients may be a useful parameter in predicting MS. Thus, the determination of MS beforehand in COPD patients may aid in prevention of the development of CVD. Currently, the measurement of EFT is not recommended in algorithms which determine risk factors. However, the significant parameters presented in this study are interesting enough to warrant further research. If EFT is intended to be used as a diagnostic tool for risk classification, it should be evaluated along with other risk factors.

There are studies showing decreased FVC in patients with MS (32–34) and an association between decreased FVC (L) and MS in a patient group (33). In a study recruiting 4001 adults, decreased FVC (L, %) was shown to be associated with each metabolic risk factor (waist circumference, systolic blood pressure, and serum triglyceride level) and MS (35). Another study exploring MS prevalence in COPD patients according to the IDF criteria reported that MS is associated with physical inactivity independent of the presence and degree of airway obstruction (36). Another study showed no association of MS with FVC (mean FVC was 80.4% in COPD and 72.4% in MS and COPD) or FEV1 (mean FEV1 was 55.5% in COPD and 54.6% in MS and COPD) (37). No relation of FEV1 values to MS was detected in our study, whereas the FVC values were significantly lower in patients with MS and COPD (mean FVC was 82.5% in COPD and 59.3% in MS and COPD). We did not find any relationship between COPD stage, number of exacerbations/year, and number of hospitalizations/year and the presence of MS in COPD patients. We showed that a decrease in FVC (L, %) has a predictive value for MS in COPD patients. The conditions causing restriction of pulmonary functions such as abdominal obesity, weakness in respiratory muscles, and physical inactivity can be considered as important risk factors for MS development in COPD, rather than the COPD grade.
Study limitations

Our study has some limitations which should be kept in mind while interpreting the results. First, the number of females was relatively low in the study population. The main reason for this is that smokers are mostly male in our region; thus, COPD patients mostly consist of male individuals. Second, the relatively small sample size of our study limits making more precise interpretations. Exclusion of COPD patients having any of the exclusion criteria and enrolment of patients only during the stabilized period of COPD limited the study cohort. The cross-sectional design of the study is a further limitation. Another limitation of our study is that the inter-observer and intra-observer variabilities of EFT could not be calculated due to the working conditions of our hospital. All patients were evaluated by one cardiologist.

Conclusion

We found that EFT is thicker in COPD patients with MS than in those without MS and healthy controls. EFT, a cheap and practical method, can aid in determining MS in patients with COPD to stage the risk for cardiometabolic diseases in early stages. Further studies recruiting higher numbers of subjects and evaluating emphysema and chronic bronchitis separately are needed to determine the exact association of EFT and MS in patients with COPD.
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